
You are Getting Schooled by Muslims (because you are unholy) 

 

It seems like anywhere you look these days Christians are getting schooled by Muslims. 

Whether we’re talking about Muslims simply replacing Christian populations, or asserting their 

beliefs over the beliefs of others, it’s fair to say that Christians are getting schooled. What does 

it mean to get schooled? A lot of people use that phrase in sports, when one player uses a 

move that easily gets through the other’s defenses. Or they might use it when one team 

completely outclasses another, and just dominates them in every way possible. I’m speaking of 

Christians getting schooled in both of these ways, but really more of the latter. Their team is 

just totally outclassed. So they’re getting taken to school and taught a few things. 

 

Why are they getting schooled by Muslims? Mostly, because they are unholy. They do not 

practice the faith that they say they believe. Muslims, in contrast, at least as a group, act like 

they believe what they say they believe. There is a lot of benefit in that. And dedication and 

strength makes up for many flaws too. So too Muslim zeal for what they believe certainly 

makes up for many of their weaknesses, and they totally outclass the people they are replacing, 

and will hold under their thumb. 

 

One way that Christians get schooled is when Muslims have to come around and teach them 

how to be modest. You will notice when there is a heavy Muslim population in Europe, 

suddenly the beaches advise women to dress modestly, and avoid the skimpy bathing suits. 

Somehow the Christians’ faith, which teaches both modesty and plainness in apparel, wasn’t 

enough for western Christians. Somehow their pastors and elders weren’t enough. Christians 

did not listen to their own faith. So now they are getting schooled by Muslims, and when they 

bathe around them, are going to HAVE to be more modest. Same goes when they walk through 

Muslim neighborhoods. They won’t be dressing like a harlot then either. Thank you, Muslims. I 

would sincerely shake their hand and congratulate them on this accomplishment. I believe we 

give credit where credit is due, even if it comes from a nonbeliever. They deserve some credit. 

No offense, but Muslims are the ones obeying God in this area, and that’s one reason you are 

getting schooled. 

 

Another way you are getting schooled is that Muslims act on their faith more. For example, 

you’re not going to find too many liquor shops in a Muslim neighborhood, or stores selling pork 



chops. Muslims believe consuming those things is wicked. You won’t see traditional Muslims 

selling those things either. Why? They don’t believe in them. You don’t see such consistency 

among Christians. Now we are not the type to focus on avoiding certain foods. We recognize 

that is not a mandate anymore and believe we stay away from spiritual evils instead. But do we? 

Not really. When you see Christians running or managing a business, you hear see the same 

secular music playing in the shop and you see the same lewd fashion magazines sitting there on 

display. You often see the same vulgar and lewd images as anywhere else. Yet this is a Christian 

business. Why does it look exactly like the godless world? Moreover, while you can’t sell many 

pork chops in a Muslim neighborhood, you CAN sell a great number of items that promote evil, 

such as the vulgar fashion magazines, and make tons of money in a neighborhood full of 

Christians. Maybe not in Lancaster County. But almost anywhere else. Don’t you think this 

demonstrates that Christians treat their religion like it’s nothing? Do you think being unholy 

honors Almighty God? It’s apparent that acting like the secular world is a reason you’re getting 

schooled.  

 

You are also getting schooled by Muslims because they respect the difference between men 

and women. They may not have it right. They may have a grotesquely negative view of women. 

However, simply by recognizing the differences, and keeping the man as the leader and the 

women in submission to him, they rightly order society and allow the men to lead strongly and 

clearly. This is the order for success. The more traditional branches also keep their women at 

home, caring for home and children, of which they have more than Christians, but we’ll get to 

that later. Western Christians, in contrast, feminize their men, and then try and get their 

women to imitate men, which in many areas just leads to second rate performance at best. The 

men don’t take charge. The women don’t do as well. When you have western governments 

giving in to Muslim demands, bending over to please them and helping to elect them to office, 

that’s called being weak and feminized. Weak and feminized is what you get if you treat the 

sexes as interchangeable. Christians are typically appalled at the secular world, which has boys 

literally claiming to be girls and girls claiming to be boys. However, it seems that 80% of 

Christian women already had THEIR gender reveal party, and they came out as men. Very sad 

indeed. This weakening of leadership, and feminizing of society, leaves western Christians 

spineless. That’s why they’re getting totally schooled by Muslims. 

 

You are getting schooled my Muslims because they have more children. They are willing to 

make that sacrifice. You are not. This ties into Muslims recognizing the woman’s role in bearing 

children and caring for them. If you don’t have children people, someone else will replace you. 

The Bible calls children a blessing and it calls them arrows in the hands of a warrior. They are 



the future. You see politicians who import millions of illegal immigrants are not all anti-West 

ideologues. Some are, but not all. Many of those politicians, who bring millions of zealous 

Muslims flooding into your cities, are thinking simple economics. They have done the math. 

They know that the economy will not be able to sustain itself or expand if there are few future 

workers. So they bring in many more. And you get replaced. That’s called getting totally 

schooled. That’s not an insult, by the way. It’s a description of what is going on. 

 

You’re getting schooled by Muslims because they bring their faith out the front door in the 

morning. Muslims seem more likely to live according to their beliefs. They seem more likely to 

bring them to business and politics. We see Muslims bringing the first elements of Shariah law 

into governments, when they first have a chance. And when they don’t, they certainly follow it 

in their neighborhoods and through their own regulations. They bring it to their community. 

Christians, in contrast, are getting schooled because they treat their faith as something that 

stays inside the four walls of their home. When given the chance to bring the Word of God or 

the law of God to the public sphere, they typically refuse. They refuse in part because many of 

them are cowards. They refuse because many of them don’t care. They also refuse, because 

many of them have the misguided idea that God’s truth doesn’t belong in the public sector, 

business or government. They’ve rejected obeying God in these sectors, choosing to obey 

pagan values and pagan regulations instead. They even do this when THEY are the leaders. But 

when God teaches Christians to obey His commandments, He never specifies only in personal 

life. Christians need to obey them in other spheres as well. If you don’t, you can really expect to 

get schooled. You have declared God’s truth impotent when you walk out the door. You have 

declared there is no king but Caesar.  

 

I could go on at length with more reasons that Christians are getting schooled, but needless to 

say it comes down to their own faithlessness and disobedience. They’re basically getting walked 

over. In fact, I’d point out that Muslims don’t even need to set off a single bomb to take over 

the West, Christian or secular. They waste their time with terror. There’s no need to kill anyone. 

All Muslims need to do is assert themselves, and continue having children, and entire 

continents will be theirs without firing a single shot. That’s because they act on what they 

believe. Christians do not. 

 

I don’t write this essay to make anyone feel bad. I don’t say these things to joyfully inflict 

torture. I say them because they are true, and Christian attitudes continue to lead to disaster. 

Instead of complaining about people who write messages like these, the first thing Christians 



need to do is turn to God, get down on their knees and repent. You stop doing what you are 

doing, and do right instead. Because you can complain all you want about being criticized, but 

one day soon you are going to be replaced, and there won’t be any complaining then. You’ll 

either be killed by your overlords, or completely underground. Who will you whine about then? 

 

Instead of rejecting pointed criticism, maybe look at the Church and see how much of what I 

say is true. Maybe we need to actually trust in what God teaches us in His Word. Maybe we 

need to start acting like we respect the biological sexes. Our men act like men. Our women act 

like women. Maybe we need to get off of the wicked abortifacient contraception and make the 

sacrifice of having more children. Instead of seeking after mammon. Maybe we need to stop 

imitating pagans in our lifestyle and workplace. Maybe we need to make sure our women 

aren’t going around town half naked, just waiting for them to be corrected by Muslims for this 

ugly disgrace. Maybe we need to start listening to what faithful church elders and faithful 

fathers teach, instead of rebelling against it, like some predictable, pimply adolescent. THEN we 

can take our faith to the front door, and obey the Lord’s ordinances in our work, and in our 

government, rather than doing evil because one we have anointed Caesar commands it. Then 

we can treat Christ the Savior as our King. Right here on earth, as in heaven. 

 

God’s grace will be victorious in the end, brothers. And it can still win this immanent battle. Yet 

before this happens maybe you still have a lesson or two to learn from Muslims, before you’re 

strong enough, and ready to fight. You better learn your lessons well, even from nonbelievers. 

May God be with you. Fight till the end. 

 

 


